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Abst rac t - -We ighted  graphs that can be embedded in Euclidean space in such a way as to preserve 
the weight of an edge as the distance between its two end points are of interest in a variety of 
applications. The concept of elastic embeddability, introduced in [1], is designed to deal with distances 
subject o error. Elastic graphs are related to, but distinct from, generically rigid graphs known in 
structural engineering. Whereas rigidity is defined via the possible motions of vertices that leave edge 
lengths invariant, elasticity deals with the behavior of embeddings as edge lengths are perturbed. 
Although these two classes are nearly disjoint, we prove that they meet at a common boundary: 
a graph is maximal with respect o elastic embedding if and only if it is minimal with respect o 
infinitesimal rigidity. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
Weighted graphs that  can be embedded in Eucl idean space in such a way as to preserve the weight 
of an edge as the distance between its two end points are of interest in a variety of appl icat ions.  
ranging from layout problems to molecular modeling. The concept of elastic embeddabi l i ty ,  
introduced in [1], is designed to deal with distances ubject  to error. Elastic graphs are related 
to, but  d ist inct  from, generical ly rigid graphs known in structura l  engineering. Whereas r igidity is 
defined v ia the possible motions of vertices that  leave edge lengths invariant, elast ic ity deals with 
the behavior of embeddings as edge lengths are perturbed.  Elastic graphs and generical ly rigid 
graphs are complementary  concepts: elastic graphs are sparse, rigid graphs are dense. A l though 
these two classes are near ly disjoint, we prove that  they meet at a common boundary.  A graph is 
maximal  with respect o elastic embedding if and only if it is minimal  with respect o inf initesimal 
rigidity. 
We thank A. Marzetta for insightful comments, and the National University of Singapore and the Swiss National 
Science Foundation for support. 
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2. DEF IN IT IONS AND LEMMAS 
For our purposes, a graph G -- (V, E) is a finite set {1, 2 , . . . ,  v} of vertices together with a set 
of edges E of two-element subsets of V. We write an edge {i, j} as ij and let e = [E I. A weighted 
graph is a graph G = (V, E) together with a weight w = ( . . . ,  w~j,... ) E R e, wzj is a positive 
real number for each edge ij. 
The definitions on embeddings are mostly taken from [1] and those on rigidity are from [2] with 
minor modifications. Standard references in rigidity include [2-5]. 
An embedding p of a graph G in the Euclidean d-space R d, written as (G, p), is a vector 
P -~- (P l ,  P2 , . . . ,  Pv) E (Rd) v. Given points p, q E R n, let lip - q[[ denote the Euclidean distance 
between them. 
An embedding of a weighted graph G with weight w is an embedding (G, p) such that [[p~-pj [[ = 
wij for every edge ij. Two embeddings (G,p), (G,q) are said to be equivalent if they are 
embeddings of the same weighted graph. They are said to be congruent if there is a Euclidean 
congruence of R 4 that takes each pi to qi. 
Given a weighted graph G with weight w and a positive real number 55, a 55-perturbation of w 
is another weight w I satisfying [[w - wl[[ < 55. An embedding p of a weighted graph G with 
weight w is elastic iff for all e > 0, there exists a 55 > 0 such that every 55-perturbation w' of w 
has an embedding p' with [ [p -  p~[[ < e. 
This definition of elastic embedding, based on continuity, allows us to focus attention on those 
embeddings p~ which are close to p. The example of Figure 4.3, discussed in Section 4, shows 
why such a definition is necessary. This definition is also justified by Theorem 2.3 where we prove 
that if an embedding (G, p) is elastic, then there is a neighborhood of p such that all embeddings 
in this neighborhood are elastic. 
A graph G is said to be elastically embeddable, or elastic in short, iff there is a weight w for 
which there exists an elastic embedding. G is maximal with respect o elastic embedding iff it is 
elastic and for any ij ~ E, G + ij is not elastic. 
We will show that if a graph has an elastic embedding, then "almost all" embeddings are 
elastic. Thus, the above definition makes sense. 
Consider an embedding of (G, p) of a graph G. Order the edges in an arbitrary way and define 
fG(P) = ( . . . ,  IIP~ - P~I I , ' " ) ,  
where i j  E E. The components of fG(P) E R e are the lengths of the e edges of (G, p). Thus, we 
refer to fc  as the edge function of G. 
Thus, (G, p) is elastically embedded if and only if there is a 55-neighborhood N of fc (P )  and 
an e-neighborhood M of p such that for every y E N, there exists q E M such that fc (q)  = Y. 
As we shall see, the Jacobian matrix J(G, p) (or the rigidity matrix in [5]) of this function 
plays an important role in the theory of elastic embedding. 
An embedding (G, p) is independent iff the rows of its Jacobian matrix are linearly independent. 
An embedding (G, p) is regular iff the rank of J(G, p) is maximum among all embeddings (G, q). 
We now turn to rigidity. A motion of (G, p) is a map m : V --* R d such that for every edge 
i j EE ,  
(mi - mj)(p l  -- pj) = 0. 
A motion is trivial iff it can be extended to an isometry of R d. (G, p) is infinitesimally rigid iff 
every motion is trivial. 
Note that the space of trivial motions is exactly the null space of the Jacobian matrix J(G, p). 
The following two theorems are standard results in generic rigidity and we quote without proof. 
(See [2].) 
THEOREM 2.1. If a graph has an embedding which is infinitesimally rigid, then almost all era- 
beddings are infinitesimally rigid. 
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THEOREM 2.2. Let G be a graph with e = dv - (d+l). Suppose (G, p) is a regular embedding 
in R u. Then, the embedding is locally unique in the sense that if (G, q) is an embedding with 
lip - qH < e for sufaeiently smal~ e, and/G(P) = fG(q) ,  then (V, p) is congruent o (C, q). 
A graph is said to be minimal with respect o infinitesimal rigidity iff it has an infinitesimally 
rigid embedding and the deletion of any one edge will cause loss of infinitesimal rigidity. The 
usual term used in rigidity theory is isostatic. We adopt the present erm in order to emphasize 
the minmax relation. 
We now state the useful averaging principle first stated in [6]. For completeness, a proof is also 
given. 
THEOREM 2.3. Let u be a nontrivial infinitesimal motion of a framework (G, p) in R d, where 
the points of p do not all tie in a hyperplane. Then, for all t >_ O, (G,p + tu) and (G, p - tu) are 
equivalent. Moreover, they are congruent iff t = O. 
PROOF. The length of any edge i j  in (G, p + tu) is 
II(p~ + tu~) - (pj  + tuj) l l  = (llp~ - pjlt ~ - 2t (p~ - p~)(u~ - u j )  + t ~ Ilu~ - ujlj ~) 
1/2 
1/2 
= (llpi -p j l l  2 + t 2 Ilu~ - ujll =) 
A similar computation shows that this is also the length of i j  in (G, p - tu). Thus, the two 
embeddings are equivalent. 
Since the vertices do not all lie in a hyperplane, there is a pair of nonadjacent vertices k, 
such that (Pk - pe)(uk - ue) # 0. The above computations then show that the two embeddings 
are congruent iff t = 0. | 
THEOREM 2.4. An embedding (G, p) is elastic ff it is independent. The converse is also true if 
d+l C satisfies e = dv - ( 2 )" 
PROOF. Suppose (G, p) is independent. Then it is regular. By the inverse function theorem 
(see [7]), there exist positive 6 and e such that every fc (P ' )  in the &neighborhood of fc (P)  has 
a pre-image in the e-neighborhood f p. Thus (G, p) is elastic. 
Conversely, suppose (G, p) is dependent and e dv d+l = -- ( 2 )' Then, (G,p) has a nontrivial 
infinitesimal f ex u. Using the averaging principle, one concludes that in any open neighborhood 
of fc (P) ,  there is a point with no pre-image in an e-neighborhood f p. | 
Consider the collinear quadrilateral embedded in the plane as follows. The vertices are located 
at p~ = (0,0), P2 = (0, 2), P3 = (0,4), and P4 = (0, 6). The edges are 12, 24, 34, and 13. It 
is dependent and satisfies e < dv - (d+l). However, the embedding is elastic. If we add one 
more vertex, P5 = (3, 4) and edges 25 and 35. The embedding remains elastic and still satisfies 
e = 2v - (3) _ 1. However, the addition of one more edge will render it nonelastic. The second 
is actually an example of a maximally elastic embedding. (See Figure 2.1 below.) 
P4 








Elastic. Maximally elastic. Not elastic. 
Figure 2.1. 
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As a corollary, we have the following two theorems. 
THEOREM 2.5. Given two regular embeddings (G,p) and (G,q), then (G,p) is elastic i ff(G,q) 
is. 
THEOREM 2.6. /[ a graph is elastic, then almost all its embeddings axe elastic. 
Here, the phrase "almost all" means that the set of all elastic embeddings i dense and open 
in R dr, or equivalently, the set of embeddings which are not elastic is of measure zero. 
Hence, elasticity is a generic property in the sense that the existence of an elastic embedding 
of a graph G implies that almost all embeddings of G are elastic. 
3. THE MAIN THEOREMS 
Whereas elastic embedding and infinitesimal rigidity are almost complementary concepts, we 
prove an interesting minmax equivalence between the two. 
THEOREM 3.1. Suppose (G,p) is infinitesimally rigid. Then, £or every i j  qg E, the embedding 
(G + ij, p) is not elastic. The converse is also true if the points p~, i E V, do not all lie in a 
hyperplane and e = dv - (d+l). 
PROOF. Suppose (G, p) is infinitesimally rigid. We may assume without loss of generality that 
it is independent. Thus, e = dv - (a+l). Then, by Theorem 2.2, (G + ij, p) is not elastic. 
Conversely, suppose (G + i j, p) is not elastic. Then, the rank of the Jacobian matrix of (G, p) 
and (G + i j, p) are the same. Thus, i j  is a redundant edge in the framework (G + i j ,  p). Hence, 
the closure of (G, p) is the framework on the complete graph (Kv,p) which is infinitesimally 
rigid. Therefore, (G, p) is rigid. | 
To see that the hyperplane condition in the above theorem is essential, consider the following 
example. Let G be the graph with three vertices a, b, c and two edges ab, bc. If (G, p) is the 
embedding in the plane with the vertices collinear, then (G + ae, p) is not elastic but (G, p) is 
not infinitesimally rigid. 
THEOREM 3.2. (G, p) is maximal with respect o elastic embedding f l i t  is minimal with respect 
to infinitesimal rigidity. The converse is also true if the points pi, i E V, do not all lie in a 
hyperplane and e = dv - (u+l). 
PROOF. Suppose (G, p) is minimal with respect o infinitesimal rigidity. Then, (G, p) is inde- 
pendent, and thus, elastic. Since (G+i j ,  p) is dependent for any i j  ¢ E, (G+i j ,  p) is not elastic. 
Thus, (G, p) is maximal with respect o elastic embedding. 
Conversely, suppose (G, p) is maximal with respect o elastic embedding. Then, (G, p) is 
independent. Moreover, since (G + i j, p) is not elastic, thus, it is dependent. Hence, (G, p) is 
minimal with respect o infinitesimal rigidity. 
The generic version of this theorem follows as a corollary. 
THEOREM 3.3. A graph is maximal with respect to elastic embedding iff it is minimal with 
respect o infinitesimal rigidity. 
The class of graphs minimal with respect o infinitesimal rigidity (isostatic graphs) has been 
studied extensively. Whereas isostatic graphs in dimension two have been completely classified, 
an analogous characterization f 3-isostatic graphs remains an open conjecture [4,5]. Iterative 
methods to construct such graphs in dimensions two and three are also available. These can be 
found in [5]. 
4. EXAMPLES 
We now give some examples to illustrate various ubtleties in the definitions and theorems. We 
will consider various embeddings in the plane of the triangular prism graph shown in Figure 4.1. 
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d d 
a e a e 
Figure 4.1. 
Figure 4.1 shows an embedding of the triangular prism graph (G, p) in which the three edges 
ab, cd, and ef are parallel. Consider an embedding (G', p~) of G ~ = G - cd so that the edge 
function fG' is the restriction of the edge function of fG and that IIp-p~ll < e for some sufficiently 
small e. It is easy to see that under such conditions the missing edge cd in G ~ has the same length 
as cd in G. Thus, the embedding (G, p) is not elastic. 
b f b f 
a e a e 
Figure 4.2. 
Figure 4.2 shows another embedding ofthe prism graph, again with the edges ab, cd, ef parallel. 
Consider an embedding (G ~, p~) of G ~ = G - cd so that the edge function fG' is the restriction 
of the edge function of fc  and that lip - p'll < e for some sufficiently small e. In this case, the 
length of the missing edge cd in G ~ (shown on the right) is longer than that of cd in G. Thus, 
again (G, p) is not elastic. 
In general, any embedding (G, q) is not elastic iff either the three edges ab, cd, and ef are 
concurrent or parallel, or one of the triangles ace and bdf are collinear. 
The following result is well known [6]. An embedding (G, p) of the triangular prism graph in 
the plane is independent and infinitesimally rigid iff the two triangles are not degenerate and the 
three lines ab, cd, ef are not parallel or concurrent. Thus, the two embeddings iven on the left 
of Figure 4.1 and Figure 4.2 are not infinitesimally rigid, and hence, not elastic by Theorem 2.1. 
c c 
Figure 4.3. 
Now we turn to something more subtle. It is possible for a weighted graph to have two 
different embeddings (G, p), (G, p~), so that one is elastic and the other is not. Figure 4.3 shows 
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two embeddings of the triangular prism graph with the same weight function. The one on the 
left is not infinitesimally rigid while the one on the right is. Thus, the embedding on the left is 
not elastic while the one on the right is. 
5. CONCLUSION 
Whereas rigidity has developed a rich mathematical theory over the past century, questions 
about embeddings that preserve given edge lengths have only recently begun to attract attention. 
Thus, it is not surprising that they have generated few mathematical results so far. The minmax 
relationship between embeddable and rigid graphs proven here widens the range of applicability 
of the powerful mathematical tools developed for rigidity (see [6] and references therein). It is to 
be expected that graph embedding, which deals essentially with properties of under-determined 
systems, yields to the same techniques that have successfully characterized the behavior of over- 
determined systems, as represented by rigid graphs. 
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